Kinetics and mechanism of electron transfer in intact photosystem II and in the isolated reaction center: Pheophytin is the primary electron acceptor
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The mechanism and kinetics of electron transfer in isolated D1/D2-cyt555 photosystem (PS) II reaction centers (RCs) and in intact PSII cores have been studied by femtosecond transient absorption and kinetic compartment modeling. For intact PSII, a component of ~1.5 ps reflects the dominant energy-trapping kinetics from the antenna by the RC. A 5.5-ps component reflects the apparent lifetime of primary charge separation, which is faster by a factor of 8–12 than assumed so far. The 35-ps component represents the apparent lifetime of formation of a secondary radical pair, and the ~200-ps component represents the electron transfer to the QA acceptor. In isolated RCs, the apparent lifetimes of primary and secondary charge separation are ~3 and 11 ps, respectively. It is shown (i) that pheophytin is reduced in the first step, and (ii) that the rate constants of electron transfer in the RC are identical for PSII cores and for isolated RCs. We interpret the first electron transfer step as electron donation from the primary electron donor Chl^exc D1. Thus, this mechanism, suggested earlier for isolated RCs at cryogenic temperatures, is also operative in intact PSII cores and in isolated RCs at ambient temperature. The effective rate constant of primary electron transfer from the equilibrated RC* excited state is 170–180 ns^{-1}, and the rate constant of secondary electron transfer is 120–130 ns^{-1}.
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Photosystem (PS) II cores, whose structure has recently been determined to a resolution of 3.5–3.2 Å (1–3), consist of the antenna polypeptides CP43 and CP47, which carry 13 and 16 chlorophyll (Chl) α molecules, respectively. They contain furthermore the D1/D2-cyt555 reaction center (RC) polypeptides, which bind the pigments of the electron transfer chain [four Chls, two pheophytins (Pheo), and two quinones] and two additional antenna Chls (the so-called Chl^z57 and Chl^z53 molecules). The isolated RC (D1-D2-cyt555) lacks the quinone acceptors and is thus only able to create a short-lived radical pair (RP) (see review in ref. 4).

There exists presently no agreement on the mechanism of the primary events of energy and electron transfer in the isolated RC complex (see refs. 4–6 for recent reviews). Early studies suggested an apparent ~3-ps charge separation lifetime in the RC at room temperature (7, 8) in agreement with later studies (9, 10). Andrizhiyevskaya et al. (11) recently also proposed a model with an ~3-ps charge separation. A somewhat slower charge separation of ~8 ps has been reported by Wasielewski and coworkers (12), whereas more recent data from the same group were interpreted in terms of a 2- to 5-ps charge separation time (13). Substantially shorter charge separation times of 1 ps (14) and 0.4 ps (at 240 K) have been reported by Groot et al. (15). At the other extreme, a 1 order of magnitude longer charge separation time of ~21 ps has been suggested by Klug and coworkers (16, 17). Probably the largest part of the controversial interpretations can be attributed to the lack of detailed kinetic and spectral modeling and not to actual major differences in the data. However, such modeling has been carried out only in few cases so far (9–11, 14, 18), whereas the important species-associated spectra (SAS) or species-associated difference spectra (SADS) of the intermediates have been calculated for even fewer cases (9, 14, 19).

A similarly controversial discussion concerns the question of whether the rates, and also the mechanism, of the early electron transfer processes in intact PSII cores and in isolated RCs are identical or not. Although we found very similar intrinsic rate constants for the primary charge separation in intact PSII cores (18) and in isolated D1/D2-cyt555 RCs (9), and also supported by studies on CP47/RCs (11), the identity of the electron transfer mechanism and the rates in intact PSII and RCs has been questioned recently (20–23) (for recent reviews see refs. 4, 24, and 25). In one publication, in fact, a difference in the primary charge separation rate of 2 orders of magnitude was claimed for the two systems (20). Thus, not only the kinetics but also the mechanism of electron transfer and the sequence of RPs in intact PSII RCs needs clarification.

The energy transfer and charge-separation kinetics in intact PSII cores was studied ~2 decades ago by time-resolved fluorescence and transient absorption with a resolution of ~10 ps (18, 26, 27). Dominant lifetime components with open RCs in the range of 35 (26) to 60–80 ps (27) were assigned to antenna energy trapping by primary charge separation, whereas a 200- to 500-ps lifetime was assigned to secondary electron transfer to the quinone acceptor QA (18, 26, 27). The primary RP was assumed to be P680^"Pheo"^-. These data subsequently gave rise to the development of a kinetic model for the energy and electron transfer processes in PSII cores known as the “exciton/RP equilibrium (ERPE) model” (18). The ERPE model assumed that energy equilibration between the core antenna and the RC occurs on a time scale of a few picoseconds (18), i.e., below the ~10-ps resolution of the kinetic experiments at that time. However, on the basis of the x-ray data showing the relatively large distance of the antenna Chls to the RC pigments of ~25 Å (1), it has been questioned that energy equilibration between antenna and RC should be faster than overall charge separation (6, 20, 21). These authors concluded that energy transfer to the RC was severely limiting the overall charge separation (trapping) process and proposed a “transfer-to-the-trap limited” model. If correct, this situation would have severe consequences for our understanding of the overall mechanism of charge separation.
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We showed recently that in isolated D1-D2-cyt_b559 complexes at low temperature, the primary electron donor is Chl_134_1 (where access is accessory), and we hypothesized that the primary electron acceptor should be PheoD1 (28). This mechanism also got support later on the basis of steady-state spectroscopy on mutant RCs (29), by theoretical calculations (30, 31), and by hole burning (32). However, this mechanism has neither been experimentally confirmed so far in time-resolved experiments at ambient temperatures for isolated RCs nor for intact PSII particles. The present work provides a previously unreported comparison of the electron transfer mechanisms for isolated RCs and intact PSII cores based on high-quality transient absorption data. The results provide experimental evidence for Pheo to be the primary electron acceptor in both samples. Based on the equality of the rate constants of the initial electron transfer steps, it is suggested that the same mechanism of electron transfer operates in the two systems.

Results

Isolated D1-D2 RCs. Fig. 5 A and B, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, shows the original transient absorption surfaces for \( \lambda_{exc} = 681 \) nm before binning in the \( Q_h \) range and in the critical low signal range of the Pheo \( Q_h \) band, respectively. Inspection of the corresponding lifetime density (LFD) maps (cf. Fig. 1) shows that (i) several well separated lifetime distributions with peaks ranging from \( \sim 100 \) fs to \( > 5 \) ns appear, and (ii) that similar lifetime distributions, occasionally varying in their widths, occur in all wavelength ranges. A qualitative analysis is given in Table 1, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. The experimental kinetics at some particularly informative detection wavelengths are shown in Fig. 6, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site.

We identified at least seven lifetime distribution peaks in the LFD maps. In all wavelength ranges, the widths of most of the lifetime distributions are relatively narrow. Pronounced exceptions are the 600- to 630-nm and 670- to 700-nm wavelength ranges for the 7- to 12-ps distribution. Thus, our data clearly exclude a very pronounced dispersion in the rates of the majority of the reaction steps but would be consistent with a modest dispersion in perhaps a few rates. Pronounced dispersive kinetics has been invoked in some papers to explain the rather complex overall kinetics (34–37). A huge dispersion for the rate of the primary charge separation (yielding lifetimes from 1 ps to 1 ns) has so far clearly been demonstrated only at low temperatures (10, 28, 32).

Bleaching of the Pheo \( Q_h \) band and decay of stimulated emission (SE). A weak spectral feature with positive amplitude extends from \( \sim 540 \) to 590 nm (Fig. 1B). In particular signals in the 540–550 nm range indicates the reduction of the active Pheo \( Q_h \) band but also the decay of the Pheo* state. It is important to note that the lifetime range below the 2–4 ps band is completely empty (Fig. 1B), with the exception of the 100- to 200-fs signal, which, however, has the wrong sign for the expected Pheo* rise. We thus qualitatively assign the reduction of the active Pheo, as indicated by the bleaching of the \( Q_h \) band at 543 nm, and thus also the primary charge-separation step, to the lifetime distribution of 2–4 ps, peaking at 3 ps. The same lifetime(s) are present in the decay of SE \( \sim 695 \) nm, whereas no significant SE decay can be seen at \(< 2 \) ps down to 100 fs. We note that primary charge separation results in decay of excited states and thus must inevitably be accompanied by loss of SE. All these qualitative features suggest that (i) primary charge separation occurs with an apparent lifetime of 2–4 ps, (ii) that Pheo is the primary electron acceptor, and (iii) that any shorter-lived significant charge separation can be excluded. An \( \sim 600 \)-fs lifetime has very small amplitude and is observed only near 670 nm (Fig. 1A). It has been assigned to the slow phase of energy equilibration in the RC core (38), and our data support that interpretation. Two lifetime distributions of 30–50 ps and \( \sim 100 \) ps in the 540–550 nm range are indicative of additional slower Pheo reduction phases, possibly limited by slow energy transfer from the peripheral Chls. This interpretation is supported also by a large amplitude of the 30- to 50-ps phase in the range \( \sim 690 \) nm, indicating delay of SE and concomitant rise of absorption by formation of RPs (cf. Fig. 1A).

Kinetics in the chlorin \( Q_h \) absorption band. Large-amplitude components in the range 660–700 nm are observed with lifetimes of 100–200 fs, 7–11 ps, and 30–50 ps, whereas the 2- to 4-ps lifetime
component shows smaller intensity. It is noteworthy that an 
\(~20\)-ps component with pronounced amplitude, as reported in 
several papers (16, 39, 40) and assigned to the apparent lifetime 
of Pheo reduction kinetics, is observed neither in the Pheo Q<sub>s</sub> 
nor in the chlorin Q<sub>i</sub> region. This result supports our previous 
interpretation, which assigned the ~20-ps component reported 
by Klug and coworkers (16, 17) to a mixture of several compo-

nents with longer (up to 50 ps) and shorter (3–10 ps) lifetimes 
(9, 19).

In the Q<sub>i</sub> region, the only range where a clear assignment, and 
in particular the important distinction between excited states 
on the one hand and RP states on the other hand, can be made, 
is the region >690 nm. In that range we expect some weak SE 
from the excited states of all chlorins at early times and broad 
absorption increases from the RPs upon charge separation. The 
most pronounced contribution to the development of an absor-
ption increase should result from P680<sup>+</sup> (41), but Pheo<sup>+</sup> 
and Chl<sup>-</sup>, if present, also would show an increase (42). The SE signal 
crosses the zero line at 5-ps delay (Fig. 6C). At that time \(~1/3\) 
of the total absorption increase in the 700–735 nm region has 
ocurred. Most of the remaining 2/3 of the absorption increase 
crues with lifetimes ranging from 7 up to 100 ps. At 711 nm 
where SE and excited-state absorption cancel, the signal can 
be taken as a pure absorption increase from the RPs. Their rise 
kinetics is dominated by components with lifetimes of 2–4 
and 30–50 ps in addition to a small amplitude component in the 7–11 
ps range (cf. Fig. 1). All of these observations again confirm that 
the fastest component of charge separation is reflected in the 
lifetime distribution centered at \(~3\) ps.

**Intact PSII Cores.** An excitation wavelength of 663 nm has been 
chosen to excite preferentially the blue absorbing part of the 
antenna complexes (cf. Fig. 7, which is published as supporting 
information on the PNAS web site, for original data). Fig. 2 
shows the LFD maps for the Q<sub>i</sub> and the Q<sub>s</sub> ranges, respectively. 
Ignoring lifetimes below \(~500\) fs, which reflect ultrafast spectral 
diffusion in the antenna, lifetimes with significant amplitudes are 
found in the range 0.5–1 and 1–2 ps forming an almost continu-
ous broadband lifetime distribution, 5–10 ps (small amplitudes), 
35–40 ps, and \(~200\) ps, besides a nondecaying component (>5 
ns). The kinetics at two particularly wide wavelengths (SE 
at 701 nm and Pheo bleaching at 543 nm) together with the fitted 
signals (see below) are published in Fig. 8, which is published as 
supporting information on the PNAS web site.

**Qualitative analysis of the kinetics and LFD maps.** The fastest lifetime 
distribution (0.5–2 ps) clearly shows the features of an energy 
transfer process in the LFD map, and we assign it tentatively to 
energy transfer within the antenna complexes CP43 and CP47, 
in agreement with the equilibration lifetimes observed in the 
isolated complexes (43). The upper end of the distribution from 
1–2 ps is assigned to antenna/RC equilibration (Fig. 2A). The 
origin of the 5- to 10-ps component(s) with smaller amplitudes 
is unclear and should be revealed by the kinetic model (see 
below). The large amplitude component (30–40 ps), dominated 
by a major loss of SE and rise of absorption \(~700\) nm, can be 
assigned to the main trapping lifetime and reflects (secondary) 
RP formation. Another strong component with \(~200\)-ps lifetime 
is dominated by loss of bleaching around 680 nm and decay of 
absorption in the 640–660 nm range. In agreement with earlier 
data, this component can be assigned to electron transfer from 
Pheo<sup>-</sup> to Q<sub>s</sub> (26, 27). In the Q<sub>i</sub> range (Fig. 2B), two weak 
amplitude components in the range of 5–10 and \(~200\) ps lifetime 
are observed around 540–550 nm, in addition to a much stronger 
amplitude component with a lifetime of 30–50 ps. These signals 
can be assigned qualitatively to the formation and decay of the 
Q<sub>i</sub> Pheo<sup>-</sup> bleaching band. The original kinetics in the range of 
the Pheo Q<sub>i</sub> band and in the SE/RP absorption region, 
respectively, are shown for two different time scales in Fig. 8.

**Kinetic models.** As pointed out above, the LFD maps essentially 
show only a small number of relatively well defined lifetimes, 
which is a good basis for applying kinetic compartment modeling 
(44). We note that the apparent lifetimes are the negative inverse 
eigenvalues of the kinetic matrix and are thus functions of all rate 
constants in the scheme.

**Isolated DI-D2 RCs.** The minimal kinetic model sufficient to 
describe the data well comprises an excited RC* state, a compo-
artment for the peripheral Chl<sup>-</sup>, and three RP compartments. 
Any simpler models (less than five states) did not result in a 
satisfactory fit to the data. Because no charge separation occurs 
at <1-ps lifetime (see above), we include all lifetimes >1 ps 
in our kinetic modeling. Similar models have been proposed in our 
earlier work (9). Fitting the five-state model to the data results 
in lifetimes of 3.2, 11, 37, and 135 ps and \(\leq 10\) ns (Fig. 3A). 
As can be deduced from the eigenvectors corresponding to these 
lifetimes (see Fig. 9B, which is published as supporting infor-
mation on the PNAS web site), the 3.2-ps lifetime reflects the
apparent primary charge separation lifetime, in agreement with our qualitative analysis given above. The 11-ps component reflects the apparent lifetime of secondary electron transfer, the 37-ps component reflects the energy equilibration time of the peripheral Chl molecules with the RC, and the 135-ps component reflects the RP relaxation. The rate constant of primary charge separation from the equilibrated RC* state is 180 ns\(^{-1}\), and the rate constant of secondary charge transfer is 120 ns\(^{-1}\). The bleaching maximum of the RC* is located at 682 nm, whereas the RP states have bleaching maxima at 681 nm (Fig. 3B).

**Intact PSII Cores.** To avoid complicating the model too much we ignore, the ultrafast intra-antenna energy transfer processes, which are expected to give rise to main lifetimes in the 200 fs to 1 ps range (43). However, the model needs to include the effective rates of energy transfer between antenna and RC pigments on the one hand and the electron transfer rates in the RC on the other hand. In this minimal model, we do not consider any intra-RC energy transfer processes that occur well below 1 ps (see above). We thus include only the components >1 ps lifetime in our model, which is sufficient to answer the questions raised above. In view of the fact that the CP43 and CP47 antenna complexes are located on opposite sides of the RC and do have quite different spectra (43) and thus also different average energy transfer rates with the RC, the simplest compartment model that can be envisaged comprises two antenna compartments (one each for CP43 and CP47), one compartment for the excited equilibrated RC* (comprising the six chlorins in the RC), and two or more compartments for the different RPs. The results of fitting such a model to the data are shown in Fig. 3 C and D. The resulting model lifetimes are 1.4, 5.5, 7.8, 35, and 202 ps and >5 ns. The effective rate constants of energy transfer\(^{1}\) between antennae and RC are in the range 76–240 ns\(^{-1}\) (cf. Fig. 3C). Thus, the 1.4-ps lifetime component describes the main “apparent lifetime” of the antenna/RC energy equilibration. The effective rate constant for primary electron transfer from the equilibrated RC* state to RP1 is 170 ns\(^{-1}\), with a reverse transfer rate of 32 ns\(^{-1}\). Secondary electron transfer to RP2 occurs also with a relatively high rate constant of 130 ns\(^{-1}\), whereas electron transfer to RP3 proceeds with a rate constant of ~5.7 ns\(^{-1}\). The electron transfer between RP1 and RP2 is also reversible. The SADS shown in Fig. 3D show SE >720 nm for compartments 1–3 which is clearly characteristic for excited states, in agreement with the assignment of these compartments to CP43*, CP47*, and RC*. The CP43 compartment shows a significant shoulder on the blue side of the SADS around 670 nm as expected (43), whereas CP47 has a significantly narrower spectrum lacking most of the blue shoulder. CP43 shows the bleaching maximum at 683 nm and pronounced excited-state absorption near 650 nm, whereas the CP47 bleaching maximum is located at 686 nm. The SADS of the RC* is substantially narrower than the antenna SADS, showing a negative peak at 686 nm, and a pronounced excited state absorption around 665 nm, characteristic for a transition to the two-exciton band of the excitation-coupled RC complex. The SADS of all of the excited state compartments also show significant absorption in the 500–600 nm range (Fig. 3D). In contrast, the SADS of compartments 4–6 show the clear characteristics of RP states, best characterized by their broad absorption at >700 nm. They also show bleaching (~540 nm) or very weak absorption in the 500–600 nm range. In the 650–700 nm range the SADS of RP1 and RP2 are very similar, showing the bleaching peak at 682 nm, i.e., 2-nm red-shifted relative to the corresponding SADS in the isolated RC. The SADS of RP3 shows a much smaller bleaching amplitude than RP1 and RP2 with a bleaching maximum at 680 nm. These properties of RP3 are characteristic for a decreased bleaching in the visible range because of electron transfer from Pheo\(^{+}\) to O\(_A\). Thus, RP3 should be assigned to the RP P680*O\(_A\) (27) with the electron hole most likely located on chlorin P\(_{681}\) (29, 46), whereas RP1 and RP2 with larger bleaching amplitude contain two bleached chlorins.

---

\(^{1}\)See ref. 45 for a definition of kinetic terms such as “apparent lifetime,” “effective rate constant,” etc.
Discussion
Mechanism and Kinetics of Electron Transfer. Of particular interest for an assignment of the nature of the RPs and the mechanism of electron transfer are the SADS in the range of 540–550 nm where the maxima of the active PsII is located (47). From the SADS in this region the result is clear: The Q band of the active PheoD3 is already fully bleached in RP1, and this bleaching at ~543 nm remains in RP2 and RP3 for the isolated RC (Fig. 3B). For PSII cores (Fig. 3D), the Pheo Q1 bleaching is present in RP1 and RP2, whereas it is absent in RP3. This result means that Pheo in the active branch (PheoD1) is the primary electron acceptor in both systems. It also remains reduced in RP2. RP3 is different for the two systems, as expected. In intact PSI cores, Pheo− is reoxidized by electron transfer from QA with a rate constant of 5.7 ns⁻¹. This process is not possible in isolated RCs because of the lack of quinones. Thus, RP3 in the latter case represents a thermodynamically relaxed RP in the same redox state as RP2 (their spectra are essentially identical).

Assignment of the nature of the RPs. In view of the above-mentioned findings, it seems reasonable to assign RP1 to a Chlsec D1/1/ PheoD1 state. This assignment is based on the following arguments: (i) The reduction of Pheo in the first electron transfer step can clearly be demonstrated by the data, and (ii) we have already shown by other methods that Chlsec D1 is the primary electron donor in D1-D2-chlorophyll 655 RCs at low temperature (28). A direct ultrafast electron transfer from one of the previously assumed donors P1 or P2 to PheoD1 does not appear to be possible, given the large distance of >14 Å (48, 49). Note that for an effective rate constant of primary charge separation of 180 ns⁻¹ from the equilibrated RC* state, the actual intrinsic rate constant of charge separation from the excited primary donor should be larger by a factor of ~3, given the relative population of ~0.33 of the Chlsec D1 excited state in equilibrium (31). This value yields an intrinsic rate constant of charge separation of ~550 ns⁻¹. Such a high rate constant for an electron transfer over a distance of ~14 Å appears to be extremely unlikely (50). RP2 in both samples corresponds to the RP that has been assumed previously as representing the first charge-separated state (4, 18). However, our data now show that it requires two electron transfer steps to reach that state. The identity of the rates for the two initial electron transfer steps as well as the similarity of the spectra of the respective RP intermediates strongly suggest that both the nature and the sequence of the reached RPs is the same for isolated D1-D2 RCs and intact PSI cores. All these observations together with the fact that Pheo is reduced in the first step and that Pheo− is reached in the second step lead to an assignment of RP1 as Chlsec-Pheo−. This conclusion also has been drawn from a study on pigment-modified RCs (51).

Interestingly this mechanism of electron transfer for PSI is reminiscent of a very similar situation for intact PSII cores where Chlsec has also been found to be the primary electron donor (52, 53). This similarity poses the intriguing question of whether the RCs of oxygenic photosynthesis should be considered to be the “role model” for RCs, rather than the more intensively studied purple bacterial RCs (see the discussion in ref. 4).

It is interesting to examine further the SADS of the RC* state near 540 nm. There is a distinct negative feature (bleaching) in the signal, floating on top of the pronounced excited-state absorption for both systems (Fig. 3 B and D). If we subtract the excited-state absorption background and put the remaining bleaching in relation to the maximal bleaching in the RP states at that wavelength, we estimate that ~15–20% of the Pheo Qs band is bleached in the RC* state. This result corresponds reasonably with the expected relative population of the active Pheo excited state in the equilibrated RC* state of ~15% (1 pigment out of 6). The time-dependent populations of the intermediates are shown in Fig. 9A for the isolated RC and in Fig. 10A, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, for the intact PSI for the intact PSI cores. The RC* state of the peripheral Chls in the isolated RC. In our model, we have described the two peripheral Chls molecules as a single compartment. The heterogeneous SADS shows, however, that the two Chls should have substantially different spectra (Fig. 3B). The bleaching maximum occurs at 682 nm, but the SADS shows a pronounced shoulder at 670 nm, which likely represents the bleaching maximum of the second (short-wave) Chl. If the second Chl shows a bleaching at 670 nm, it would imply a 12-nm absorption difference in their maxima. This result is in contrast to most previous data, which were interpreted as indicating ~670-nm maxima for both peripheral Chls (31, 54, 55). In an analysis of steady-state absorption spectra, we had assigned the two Chl absorptions to 668 and 678 nm at low temperature (56). More recent work also indicated the pronounced spectral asymmetry of the two peripheral Chls (13, 57). Thus, the SADS for Chl found here is in agreement with those data.

Trap-Limited or Transfer-to-Trap-Limited Kinetics in Intact PSI? As discussed above, the model shown in Fig. 3C for all of the compartments yields very reasonable SADS, which are in agreement with the properties expected for the various species, e.g., SE at long wavelengths for excited states and increased absorption for the RPs (cf. Fig. 3D). Furthermore, the resulting rate constants also appear to be internally consistent. For example, by using appropriate assumptions for the average energy levels and antenna sizes of the various compartments, the ratio of forward to backward energy transfer rates are in the expected range required for detailed balance. All of these properties lend strong support for the notion that the compartment model shown in Fig. 3C provides an accurate description of the major processes in intact PSI cores. We have resolved in intact PSI cores (i) the rate-limiting energy transfer process(es) between antenna and RC (1.5 ps apparent lifetime), (ii) the apparent lifetime for energy trapping by charge separation (6 ps), and (iii) a previously undescribed early RP intermediate. The data show clearly that Pheo is the primary electron acceptor. Interestingly, the resulting apparent primary charge-separation lifetime for formation of the first RP state is 8–10 times faster than believed (20, 27).

The energy equilibration between antenna and RC occurs with an apparent lifetime of 1.5 ps, a value consistent with that assumed in the derivation of the excited/RC equilibrium model (18). The average lifetime for excited-state decay in the kinetic model is ~50 ps. Even extreme up-scaling of the energy transfer rates in the model by a factor of 100 only reduces this average excited-state decay time to 42 ps, which implies that the average delivery time of excitation from the antenna to the RC is ~8 ps, i.e., much shorter than the average antenna decay time. As can be seen from the calculated population curves in Fig. 10A, the RC* state reaches its maximal population at ~4.5 ps, whereas the RP1 state reaches its maximal population at ~10 ps and RP2 at ~80 ps after excitation. We conclude that energy delivery to the RC does not represent a bottleneck for the overall excited-state decay. Thus, despite the high intrinsic charge separation rate constant, the excited state decay in the PSI cores is overall trap-limited, in contrast to recent reports claiming an extreme transfer-to-the-trap limitation (6, 20, 21). This result confirms the assumptions of the early excited/RC equilibrium model (27).

Materials and Methods
Femtosecond transient absorption kinetics have been measured at room temperature on purified dimeric PSI core particles from Thermosynechococcus elongatus with intact oxygen evolution as reported in ref. 58 in a buffer of 20 mM Mes
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(pH 6.5) and 200 mM mannitol. D1-D2-cyto b559 RCs were isolated from spinach with a Chl/2 Pheo ratio of 6.2 ± 0.2 and were used for measurements under anaerobic conditions at 4°C as reported (19, 56). All samples were kept in a rotating (600 rpm) cuvette of 1-mm path length, which also was oscillated sideways with ~60 rpm. The laser pulses from the optical parametric generator had a full width at half-maximum of ~120 fs, 6-nm spectral width, and a 3-kHz repetition rate. Multiple excitation of a particle has been avoided (absorbed photons per particle per pulse ~0.1 for RCs and ~0.35 for PSII cores). The kinetics are shown as LFD maps (see Supporting Text for a detailed explanation).
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